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WILD WEST CHRONICLES 301 “The Many Faces of Charles Siringo”  

Premiere date: May 25, 2023 

Unable to apprehend the train-robbing Smith Brothers, Sheriff Doc Shores calls the Pinkerton 
Detective Agency for assistance. The agency sends Charles Siringo, an undercover specialist known 
for his unorthodox methods of capturing criminals. 
 
WILD WEST CHRONICLES 302 “Bass Reeves Tracks Belle Starr”  

Premiere date: April 20, 2023 

As U.S. Marshal Bass Reeves attempts to arrest Belle Starr and her outlaw husband, Belle asks for 
24 hours to find someone to care for her young daughter, Pearl. When the Starr family decides to 
flee instead, the Marshal must track them down. 
 
WILD WEST CHRONICLES 303 “Billy the Kid: Birth of an Outlaw”  

Premiere date: April 13, 2023 

Teenaged fugitive William Bonney is given a second chance when a kindhearted ranch owner offers 
him a job. But when his new employer is killed in cold blood, Bonney reverts to his criminal ways, 
seeking vengeance and transforming into Billy the Kid. 
 
WILD WEST CHRONICLES 304 “The Discoveries of George McJunkin”  

Premiere date: June 8, 2023 

After a devastating storm, ranch foreman George McJunkin finds ancient bison fossils and flint 
points unearthed in a riverbank, and he sets out to find someone in the scientific community who 
will acknowledge the importance of his discovery. 
 
WILD WEST CHRONICLES 305 “Calamity Jane Saves the Day”  

Premiere date: May 18, 2023  

Throughout Deadwood, Calamity Jane is known as a hot-tempered drunk. But when a deadly 
smallpox outbreak spreads through town, Calamity Jane works tirelessly to save the lives of the 
infected citizens who once treated her with such contempt. 
 

 

 



WILD WEST CHRONICLES 306 “The Four Dead in Five Seconds Gunfight”  

Premiere date: June 29, 2023  

After two Mexican vaqueros cross the border in search of their stolen cattle, they are gunned down 
by the rustlers. When El Paso's newly appointed marshal arrests local ranch hands for the murders, 
he sparks one of the West's most infamous gunfights. 
 
WILD WEST CHRONICLES 307 “The Gold Rush Detectives”  

Premiere date: May 4, 2023  

When gold goes missing from a safe in a remote mining town, Wells Fargo sends detectives Henry 
Johnson and Isaiah Lees to hunt down the culprits. Though the two men couldn't be more different, 
they must learn to work together to crack the case. 
 
WILD WEST CHRONICLES 308 “Burton Mossman Crosses the Line”  

Premiere date: April 27, 2023  

After failing to capture the ruthless murderer Augustine Chacon on U.S. soil, Arizona Ranger Burton 
Mossman relinquishes his badge to cross the border. In Mexico, he goes undercover as a horse thief 
to join Chacon's gang and spring his trap. 
 
WILD WEST CHRONICLES 309 “Sister Blandina and the Killer”  

Premiere date: May 11, 2023  

When a bloodthirsty mob storms a jailhouse holding a man accused of attempted murder, they are 
confronted by a 22-year-old missionary from the Sisters of Charity. Only Sister Blandina can stop 
the vigilantes from taking the law into their own hands. 
 
WILD WEST CHRONICLES 310 “Bat Masterson to the Rescue” 

Premiere date: April 6, 2023   

Now without a badge, former lawman Bat Masterson finds himself powerless to help an old friend 
whose brother has been falsely imprisoned. An overreaching sheriff is intent on seeing the brother 
hang, so Bat hatches a plan to bust him out of jail. 
 
WILD WEST CHRONICLES 311 “Al Jennings and the Legend of Dick West”  

Premiere date: June 15, 2023  

Tired of his boring life, attorney Al Jennings dreams of the adventures he reads in dime novels. After 
a chance encounter with Dick West, Jennings joins the outlaw's gang and learns that a life of crime 
isn't as glamorous as he thought it would be. 
 
 
 



WILD WEST CHRONICLES 312 “The Trials of Temple Houston”  

Premiere date: June 1, 2023  

Temple Houston, flamboyant son of Sam Houston, works hard to live up to his famous name as a 
top attorney in the Oklahoma Territory. But his flair for showmanship annoys his courtroom rivals, 
the Jennings brothers, and the feud erupts into bloodshed. 
 
WILD WEST CHRONICLES 313 “Annie Oakley & Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Showdown”  

Premiere date: June 22, 2023 

When Buffalo Bill adds female sharpshooter Lillian Smith to his Wild West show, it jeopardizes his 
relationship with the show's current star, Annie Oakley. As the rivalry between Annie and Lillian 
escalates, the future of the show is put at risk. 
 

 

 

 


